Protection Pack Datasheet

Challenge: Threats evolve
Each month, researchers at ICS CERT,
Wurldtech, and other organizations
discover new cyber threats and
vulnerabilities in operational technology
(OT).
And each month, inadvertent and
malicious incidents use old OT
vulnerabilities that haven’t been patched
or protected.
Don’t run critical operations without upto-date protection for your OpShield
deployment.

OpShield Protection Packs
Threats evolve–so can you
In the past year, 67% of companies with critical infrastructure
suffered at least one attack. In the next year, 78% expect to
be successfully compromised.1
Deploying OpShield provides a strong foundation against
such attacks. The next step is keeping your protection
updated as new threats emerge and existing threats evolve.
OpShield Protection Packs are continual–at least monthly–
signature updates that allow OpShield to protect against
threats that exploit control system vulnerabilities.
Your subscription funds an industry-leading research team
focused exclusively on OT cyber security. We are
vulnerability-driven, so rather than chasing hundreds of
threats for each control system vulnerability, we research

Solution: Regular updates
Protection Packs are the updates your
critical infrastructure environment needs
to keep pace with today’s changing risk
landscape.
OpShield Protection Packs feature, on
average, 90% high or medium severity
protections. We help protect
vulnerabilities against current and future
threats that are most dangerous to your
operations.

what the threats are exploiting and create a vulnerability
signature to protect against current and future exploits.
1Unisys

and Ponemon, 2014

Benefits
• Visibility: Identify intrusions into
your network by attackers
exploiting known vulnerabilities.
• Lasting protection: You can

What’s in an OpShield Protection Pack?
Each Pack contains signatures for 10 to 20 of the latest
vulnerabilities facing critical infrastructure operators. We focus on
high-impact vulnerabilities, with 95% of our protections
addressing high- or medium-severity vulnerabilities.
The team issues OpShield Protection Packs at least monthly to

address vulnerabilities, not just

keep you up to date with the latest operational technology cyber

exploits. Protection Packs

security threats and vulnerabilities.

address the root cause of
vulnerabilities, providing the
highest level of protection until a

To use a Protection Pack subscription, you must have OpShield
securing your environment.

patch can be installed.
• Critical focus: Stay up to date
on the most critical threats that
could cause unplanned
downtime and operational havoc.
The average CVSS Score of
detected issues is >7.0 (High
Severity).

Sample monthly update summary

